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Bristol Deaf before 1840 

Although services were not in place until 1841, there were Deaf people in the 
community and there was some work on hearing loss. 

Mr Wright of College Green published an essay in 1817.  He explained how to 
examine ears  and mentioned some of the cases he knew. 

In the 19th Century there 
was no real provision for 
hearing loss but gradually 
dispensaries were set up 
where people could go to 
have treatment.  This 
treatment was often rather 
strange and based on a 
lack of knowledge of how 
the ears function and the 
relationship to speaking. 

Many cures sold to the public.  The red pill was advertised from 1819 for some 
time. 
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Some Deaf people are mentioned in the newspapers.  (Bristol Mercury, 
February 27 1837 

James Lewis name comes up on a number of occasions.  Next on 27th February 
1839. 

There were other examples where he came to the notice of the police and he 
spent some time in gaol.. 
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We have very little information on Deaf lives, at that time. 

Bristol and Bath 

At the same time, there was a link with Bath.  Reverend Fountain Elwin, of the 
Temple Church in Bristol found a Deaf girl wandering the street and adopted 
her in his own house. 

He moved the family to Bath (around 1832) and his daughter, Jane Elwin, took 
a strong interest in working with Deaf people.  Together they set up a Sunday 
School, which later on became a school, larger than the Bristol school.  In 1840, 
they set up in 9 Walcot Parade. 

Bristol v Bath 

However the main trouble started after 1842, when the members of Bristol 
schools committee had an open meeting to tray to raise money and to make 
people aware so that they could send their children to Bristol. 

Unfortunately it seems, Rev Elwin was not present and in 1843, he went ahead 
with setting up his school formally,  as a residential school which took away 
pupils that the Bristol school expected. 

There was a big argument and the Bristol committee sent delegates to Bath and 
the minutes of the Bristol committee meetings shows how angry they were that 
Bath would take this action. 

Bath flourished 

They took in more pupils than Bristol and continued until 1897.   In 1868, they 
also set up a home for adults, which took the money when the school closed.   

This Bath Home for Deaf and Dumb women, eventually became Poolemead 
Centre run by RNID/Action on Hearing Loss 


